ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
economic drivers is of great importance. 24 producers, the emissions generated in one province might be significantly driven by 88 final consumption in a different province. Thus, for purposes of cross-provincial action 89 on air pollution control, it is equally important to identify both the sources and the 90 drivers of air pollution.
91
In this study, we used BC as a proxy to establish the source-receptor relationship efficiently track the pathways of BC transport. 32 We also used multi-region input-output
100
(MRIO) analysis to examine the virtual transfer of BC emissions resulting from trading 101 goods and services. 33 By combining both physical and virtual transfers of BC emissions,
102
we quantified the direct and indirect inter-provincial linkages in terms of pollution 103 transport. This quantification leads to feasible suggestions on the priority of BC 104 reduction and the possibility of cooperative responsibility for pollution mitigation in
105
China.
106

METHODOLOGY AND DATA
107
Emission inventory and data sources.
108
A production-based emissions inventory was developed by multiplying the energy 109 consumption data and BC emission factors. 34, 35 Energy consumption data for 30 110 provinces in China (as listed in Table S1 in the supporting information) were derived province. 36 We aggregated the provincial BC emissions into 17 sectors (listed in Table   114 S2 in the supporting information) to conform with the Chinese MRIO model agreed within a factor of 2 with the observations (As shown by Figure S1 in the 159 supporting information -observational data were collected from published literatures.
44-
160
57 The spatial distribution of the data is shown in Figure S2 ). largest driver of BC emissions, ranging from 15% in Shanxi to 43% in Tianjin.
235
Government consumption and rural household consumption account for the remaining 236 15%.
237
The difference between production-based and consumption-based BC emissions The pattern of major flows is from southeastern China to the North China Plain
249
(NCP) geographically and from developed to less-developed provinces economically.
250
The demand-driven flows can be categorized into three types based on the economic 
Source-Receptor Relationship from Combined Production and Consumption
325
Perspectives.
326
To combine the influence of atmospheric transport and inter-provincial trade on observations. Supporting data contain simplified Chinese MRIO Table ( 
